SPECIALIZED USER MANUAL
NIMBUS AIRLESS TIRE

THIS BRIEF USER MANUAL CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION. PLEASE READ CAREFULLY AND STORE IN A SAFE PLACE.
This user manual is specific to your Specialized Nimbus Airless Tire. It contains important safety, performance and technical information, which you should read before your first ride and keep for
reference. You should also read the entire Specialized Bicycle Owner’s Manual (“Owner’s Manual”), because it has additional important general information and instructions which you should follow.
If you do not have a copy of the Owner’s Manual, you can download it at no cost at www.specialized.com, or obtain it from your nearest Authorized Specialized Retailer or Specialized Rider Care.
When reading this manual, you will note various important symbols and warnings, which are explained below:
WARNING! The combination of this symbol and word indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in serious injury or death.
Many of the Warnings say “you may lose control and fall.” Because any fall can result in serious injury or even death, we do not always repeat the warning of
poss ible injury or death.
TECH TIP: Tech Tips are useful tips and tricks regarding installation and use.
INTENDED USE
The Nimbus Airless tire is intended for use on paved roads only. Replace the tire when the center tread is worn out.
WARNING! Traction is reduced when riding on wet, gravel or slippery road surfaces. Use caution when riding in low traction conditions.
WARNING ! The Nimbus Airless tire has a structural weight limit of 330lbs (150Kg). This means the combined weight of the bicycle and the rider, including all
accessories and equipment, may not exceed 330 lbs (150Kg). In case the structural weight limit of your bicycle, or any of its components, is lower, never exceed the
lowest weight limit.
WARRANTY
Warranty information is available from your Authorized Specialized Retailer. It is also available for download at www.specialized.com.

GENERAL NOTES ABOUT ASSEMBLY
This manual is not intended as a comprehensive use, service, repair or maintenance guide. Please see your Authorized Specialized Retailer for all service, repairs or maintenance. Your
Authorized Specialized Retailer may also be able to refer you to classes, clinics or books on bicycle use, service, repair, and maintenance.
WARNING! Due to the different mounting method from regular bicycle tires, and the difficulty of installation, the installation of the Nimbus Airless tire needs to be
performed by an Authorized Specialized Retailer.
WARNING! The Specialized Nimbus Airless Tire is designed, intended and tested for use specifically with the Alex AS-43 rim (specified on the Alibi bicycle) and the green
24.5mm pins. Use of this tire with a pin size or rim other than the specified ones will result in tire/rim incompatibility, which may result in serious injury or death.
Install the tire so the directional arrow matches the direction of rotation of the rim. Do not use rim tape between the rim and the tire. The rim and tire have been
designed to work together without rim tape.
TOOLS REQUIRED:
INSTALLATION

REMOVAL

 Specialized Airless Tire Pliers (S175300005)

 Park PTS-1 Tire Seater (recommended)

 Pins, bag of 43 (S176700003)

 Straight snips (to cut pins)

 Flat-nosed pliers (or a flat surface to press pins into tire)

 Box cutter (new, sharp blade) or hacksaw blade

GENERAL NOTES ABOUT MAINTENANCE
WARNING! Ensure the pins are the correct spec for the rim width, the tire is mounted correctly and spins straight, and the pins are fully inserted in the rim. Incorrect
assembly can result in failure of the tire, which can result in serious injury or death.
WARNING! Regularly inspect the tire for excessive wear and/or damage. If the center tread is worn out and/or the tire is damaged, see your Authorized
Specialized Retailer for replacement. Do not skid the rear tire as it can result in flat spots, which can lead to tire imbalance and unsafe riding conditions.
NIMBUS AIRLESS TIRE INSTALLATION
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PIN INSERTED

PIN BEING INSERTED

TIRE TREAD
 Fig.1: Ensure the pins are oriented correctly (flat side facing toward tire tread).
 Fig.2: Insert the 40 pins into the slots in the tire and centered in the tire. Any object with a small flat surface can work to press the pins in. Regular wide-mouth pliers are acceptable as well.
It is recommended to install a pin in the rim before installing all the pins in the tire and the tire on the rim, to ensure they’re the correct length for the rim width.
To insert a pin into a rim, using pliers, place the pin on an angle between the sidewalls of the rim and twist into place. The pin should have a slight concave curve
toward the rim (see fig.C).
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Pins still outside of the rim, as shown in fig.3.
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Pins installed in the rim - slight curve in the pin.

AIRLESS TIRE PLIERS

RIM
PRESS DOWN ON PIN
 Fig.3: With all 40 pins inserted into the tire, place the tire on the rim starting at the bottom, with the pins partially inserted at the starting point (fig.B).
 Fig.4: Using the Specialized Airless Tire pliers, slide the pliers over the rim and against the tire, then align the jaw with each pin to press the pins down and in between the sidewalls (fig.C).
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ROLL TIRE ONTO RIM. USE
LEVER IF NECESSARY

START PRESSING 3 OF THE PINS
INTO THE RIM (fig.B, C)

 Fig.5: Start pressing three pins into the rim at one area of the tire. This will help to mount the tire onto the rim once the tire needs to be stretched on at the end.
 Fig.6: Continue installing the tire onto the rim. Once near the top, the tire will need to be stretched to pop onto the rim. The use of a large lever can help roll the tire onto the rim.
 Once the tire is on the rim, continue pressing the remaining pins into the rim until all 40 pins are placed between the sidewalls.
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 Fig.7: After all the pins are pressed into place, the base of the tire that spans between each pin can still be exposed. Press any exposed portion of the base down under the bead hook of
the rim sidewall. This is necessary to ensure the tire is fully seated and balanced when rolling.
 Ensure the tire and rim are spinning straight.
NIMBUS AIRLESS TIRE REMOVAL
 Specialized recommends using the Park PTS-1 Tire Seater tool to help remove the tire. Use the tire seater to rotate the tire bead and force the tire to one side of the rim. This provides
access to the pins, allowing the edges of the pins to be cut using straight snips. Once the pins have been snipped short, the tire can be pried off the rim and reused, with new pins.
 If using a new, sharp box cutter or hacksaw blade to cut into the tire (fig.8): The tension in the tire will cause the tire to pull apart from itself, allowing for deeper access into the tire to
continue cutting, until you’ve reached the rim. At this point, it might be necessary to lift/pry the tire up from the rim to be able to access and cut the portion of the tire that’s inside the rim.
WARNING! Only reuse the tire if the tread still has acceptable tread depth, and if none of the pin holes have been damaged during removal.
WARNING! Be careful to not damage the rim, especially if using a hacksaw blade to cut the tire. Use caution if using a box cutter or hacksaw blade! Pay particular
attention to safety, as these are dangerous tools that can cause serious bodily injury.
SPECIALIZED BICYCLE COMPONENTS
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Please note all instructions and notices are subject to change and updates without notice.
Please visit www.specialized.com for periodic tech updates.
Feedback: techdocs@specialized.com

